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Abstract
It is an accepted fact that KDD processes generate a large num
ber of patterns. It is hence impossible for an expert in the field 
being mined to sustain these patterns. This is a frequent issue with 
the well-known Apriori algorithm. One of the classical methods 
used to cope with such an amount of output depends on the use of 
interestingness measures. Stating that extracting interesting rules 
also means using an adapted measure, we present an experimental 
study of the behaviour of 20 measures on 10 datasets. This study is 
compared to a previous analysis of formal and meaningful properties 
of the measures, by means of two clusterings. One of the goals of 
this experimental study is to enhance our previous approach. Both 
approaches seem to be complementary and could be profitable for 
the problem of a user’s choice of a measure.
Keywords: association rule interestingness measure, clustering, ex
perimental study.
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1 Introduction
One of the main objectives of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is the 
production of rules, interesting from the point of view of a user - who usu
ally is an expert in the field being mined. A rule can be labeled as interesting 
providing that it is “valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understand
able” [Fayyad et al., 1996]. These generic terms cover a wide range of aspects, 
and the quality of a rule is information which is quite hard to grasp. Moreover, 
the large number of rules generated by the algorithms commonly used makes it 
impossible for an expert to take all the rules into consideration without some 
automated assistance. A common way of reducing the number of rules, and 
hence enabling the expert to focus on what should be of interest to him, is to 
pre-filter the output of KDD algorithms according to interestingness measures. 
By enabling the selection of a restricted subset of “best rules” out of a larger set 
of potentially valuable ones, interestingness measures play a major role within 
a KDD process. We show in Lenca et al. [2003b] that the selection of the best 
rules implies the use of an adapted interestingness measure, as the measures may 
generate different rankings (see for exemple experimental studies of Hilderman 
and Hamilton [2001]). Different criteria, depending mostly on the user’s goals, 
may give hints, and a multi-criteria decision approach can be applied in order to 
recommend a restricted number of candidate measures. However, the choice of 
a measure responding to a user’s needs is not easy. This can be explained by the 
fact that the measures may have various and sometimes incompatible properties 
(Tan et al. [2002], Lallich and Teytaud [2004]). As there is no optimal measure, 
a way of solving this problem is to try to find good compromises. In Lenca 
et al. [2003a], we focused on helping the user select an adapted interestingness 
measure with regards to his goals and preferences, and with respect to formal 
properties of the measures.
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The aim of the experiments developed in this paper is to complete our formal 
approach with an analysis of the behaviour of measures on concrete data. This 
two-fold characterisation is useful since some properties of the measures are hard 
to evaluate in a formal way, such as the robustness to noise [Azé and Kodratoff, 
2002].

In our paper, the survey based on formal evaluations of measures done 
in [Lenca et al., 2003a] is confronted with experimental results (see [Hilderman 
and Hamilton, 2001] for different experimental studies on sixteen measures). In 
order to carry out the experiments we developped Herbs, a rule dataset and in
terestingness measure analysis tool. In section 2 we present an experimentation 
scheme using Herbs. In section 3, we show a detailed analysis for one dataset, 
and more results are summarized in section 4. The experimental clustering of 
the measures is compared to a hierarchical ascendant clustering of the measures 
in section 5. We conclude in section 6.

2 A short description of the analysis tool, Herbs

The aim of Herbs [Vaillant et al., 2003] is to analyse and compare rule datasets 
or interestingness measures. It has been designed to be a post-analysis tool, 
and hence case datasets, rule datasets and interestingness measures are seen as 
inputs. Herbs is a graphical tool designed either for the expert in the data 
mined or for the KDD expert.

2.1 Analysis background, notations
We will use in this article the following notations. C is a case dataset containing 
n cases and TL a rule dataset containing q rules. Each case is described by a 
fixed number of attributes (usually in {0,1}, N, R, or in a fixed set of strings). 
The dataset may have been cleaned and we assume that there are no missing 
values.

We consider association rules of the form A —y B where A and B are conjunc
tions of tests on the values taken by the attributes. In the A IS algorithm initially 
proposed by Agrawal et al. [1993], the attributes are all binary, hence they can 
be tested only once in each rule; what is more, the conclusion is restricted to a 
single test. This kind of analysis is a particular case of the analysis of a con
tingency table, introduced by Hajek et al. [1966] within the Guha method and 
developed later on by Rauch and Simunek [2001] in the 4ft-Miner tool.

We note na the number of cases of C matching A, the number of items B, 
nab the number of items matching both A and B (the examples of the rule), and 
nab those matching A but not B (or counter-examples); hence nai — na — .

2
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For a given conj action of tests X, we will refer either to its absolute frequency 
representation within the data, nx, or to its relative frequency, px = nx/n.

It is important to keep in mind the fact that we do not bind the rules with 
the dataset used to create them. Thus, na, nb, nah and naj, can potentially take 
any integer value from 0 to n, providing that nab < min(na,n&). For a given C, 
we can reject rules that do not make sense (rules having a null value for na, rib 
or nab). This can be easily done by filtering the rules and retaining only those 
having a support strictly greater than zero for example.

The interestingness measures we will take into account are all functions of 
n, na, rib and nab- They are defined in order to have a ranking of the rules, 
from the “best” to the “worst”, though this interestingness relies highly on the 
users’ aims.

We call tc the coverage rate, which is the proportion of cases in C verifying 
at least one of the rules in It. Such cases are said to be covered by 7T We 
note C\n the subset of C of all the cases covered by 7T We call tr the recovering 
measure, defined as the average number of redundant rules on C\r, (i.e. the 
average number of rules verifying each case of C\n minus one).

2.2 Experimentation scheme
As mentioned above, Herbs is a post-analysis tool. It does not mine the data 
for knowledge, case and rule sets are its inputs. The user’s task is to select 
the appropriate sets, the interestingness measures for a given experimentation 
scheme, and specify the parameters of the latter. The results are presented to 
the user, who can modify the inputs of the scheme in order to tune it more 
precisely.

The analysis and the experimental comparison of the measures we propose 
rely on their application to a couple (C, 7£). As both sets are considered as 
inputs, it is interesting to start the analysis with a synthetic overview of how 
well they match together. For example, one may want to know how many 
“extreme” rules there are for the couple of sets. An extreme rule may be a rule 
with no examples, or no counter-examples, or rules that weaken the knowledge 
of B (i.e. rules such that the probability of B knowing A is lower than the plain 
probability of B).

The coverage rate and the recovering measure are good synthetic indicators 
of the structural adequation of the rules to the cases. The first one is an overview 
of how well the dataset and the rule set match, and the second one quantifies the 
classification redundancy of the cases by the rules. With the classical scheme 
learning and generalisation tests we used (section 3), it is useful to know such 
values.

In order to analyse with greater precision the rankings of the rules of by 

3
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the various measures, one may choose to observe the subset of rules that are 
selected at least k times by these measures as belonging to the subset of N best 
rules. For k = 1, we hence obtain the union of all these subsets, and for k equal 
to the number of measures taken into account, we obtain the intersection of 
these subsets.

For a more synthetic comparison of the rankings of the rules by two given 
measures, we compute a preorder agreement coefficient, ti which is derived 
from Kendall’s r and was selected amongst different possibilities listed in Giak- 
oumakis and Monjardet [1987].

We intentionally limited our study to measures related to the interesting
ness of association rules, such as defined in Agrawal et al. [1993]. We detail the 
selection criterion of the measures in Lenca et al. [2003a]. The 20 measures pre
sented in this paper are implemented in Herbs. They are listed in table 1 and 
their definitions are reminded in table 2 (ImpIndCR^B corresponds to ImpInd, 
centred and reduced -CR notation- for a given rule set B).

Table 1: Studied measures

Measure Abréviation Reference
support Sup Agrawal et al. [1993]
confidence Conf Agrawal et al. [1993]
linear correlation coefficient r Pearson [1896]
centred confidence CenConf
conviction CONV Brin et al. [1997b]
Piatetsky-Shapiro PS Piatetsky-Shapiro [1991]
Loevinger Loe Loevinger [1947]
information gain IG Church and Hanks [1990]
Sebag-Schoenauer Seb Sebag and Schoenauer [1988]
lift Lift Brin et al. [1997a]
Laplace Lap Good [1965]
least contradiction LG Azé and Kodratoff [2002]
odd multiplier OM Lallich and Teytaud [2004]
example and counter example rate ECR
Kappa Kappa Cohen [I960]
Zhang Zhang Terano et al. [2000]
implication index -ImpInd Lerman et al. [1981]
intensity of implication IntImp Gras et al. [1996]
entropie intensity of implication Eli Gras et al. [2001]
probabilistic discriminant index PDI Lerman and Azé [2003]

4
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Table 2: Studied measures
Measure (Abréviation) 
Sup
Conf
r

CenConf
CONV

PS
Loe

IG
Seb

Lift

Lap

LC
OM
ECR

Kappa

Zhang

-ImpInd

IntImp

Eli
PDI

Definition

P
{[(1 - M^)2)X (1 - H¥)2)]1/4IntImp }1/2

P W(0,1) >ImpInd cr/b

ng—Tl,ab
n1 _ Là

na
'R'l'l'ab Tlg'R'b 

y/nnanbnâ-nb 
'Wlab P’Q'P’b

nna

Mab

î _  nnab

oynanb'
na~nab

nab 
nnah
nanh
nab +1

nab ~nab
. Mb .
(na-n„-h)n-h

nbnab
na-2n„-h _ 1 _ 1
na-naB à-i
2nna-nn„b-nanb

nna+nnb-2nanb
nTlgb P'a'P'b___

max{nabnb ,nbnab} 
nnaT>-nanT>

Where:

hi(t) = -(1 - £) log2(l - £) - j-a log2(^) for t E [0,pa/2[, 
h±(t) — 1 otherwise;
h2(t) = -(1 - ±) log2(l - j-) - j- log2(A) for t E [0,pg/2[, l'b b -rb rt)
h2(t) = 1 otherwise.

3 Detailed analysis
We here present a comparative study of 20 measures, carried out with Herbs.
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3.1 Analysis of the database used
We studied the Solarflare database (UCI Repository; see ftp.ics.uci.edu/, 
Blake and Merz [1998]). It is divided into two case sets described by the same 
attributes, <5^ (323 cases) and SF2 (1066 cases). We used Apriori [Borgelt 
and Kruse, 2002] in order to generate a rule set (5402 rules) from SF±, and 
a rule set 7£2 (6312 rules) from SF2, with a minimal support of 20% and a 
minimal confidence of 85% (see table 3 for descriptive statistics). Many rules 
tend to lessen the knowledge of B. What is more, when a test case database 
is used on a rule set, many rules no longer have any example at all. We will 
therefore pre-treat our rule set in order to eliminate such problematic rules.

Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the Solarflare rule sets
couple 
(C, N) P

number of rules such that:
tc ipnab = ° nab = 0 Pb/a < Pb

(5^1, fti) 5402 1022 0 1016 100% 1828,6
(SF2, 77i) 5402 2195 1378 2192 100% 1536,5
(SFi, N2) 6312 226 118 1080 100% 1427,1
(SF2, 772) 6312 2431 0 1409 100% 2276,6

3.2 Pre-treatment of a rule set
Given a rule set extracted by an Apriori like algorithm for example, it seems 
logical to filter this set in order to retain only the rules that strengthen the 
knowledge of B by knowing A, i.e. rules such that Pb/a > Pb• We consider 
that it is wise to go even further in the filtering process of the rules, and keep 
only those for which the probability of B knowing A is significantly greater 
than the probability of B, that is to say the rules that are significant from a 
statistical point of view. It is hence required to compute a critical value for the 
test of independence of A and B hypothesis (Ko) against a positive dependence 
hypothesis (Hfl.

Using a hypergeometric model, we test the independency hypothesis of the 
itemsets A and B, thus na and n- are constants: nab follows a hypergeometric law, 
equivalently either H{n,npa,pb) or H(n,pa,npfl under (see Lallich [2002]).

We can consider a normal approximation of this hypergeometric law under 
light restrictions, namely tab — > 5 and 1 > 5. Denoting by <b
the centred and reduced normal repartition function 7V(0,1), n^obs being the 
value observed on the data and nab the theoretical (expected) one, we get:

« N(0,1), and so « N(0,1)V^abPb y'npaPbPâPb V ’

6
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hence F(naô > nab à) = 1 — ( na^s ~ 1 — $
V a0 — a0 Ot>S' \ VnpaPbPâPl7 J \V ^PaPbPâPb J

finally, P(nab > nab obs) = 1 - <b (r^/n)
Written this way, it is easy to see that a simple way of filtering the statis

tically significant rules is to compute the linear correlation coefficient r of the 
boolean variables A and B, leading to the p-value of nab, which is I — ch (r^/n). 
For a classical risk threshold of 0.05, a rule will be statistically significant if 
r > 0645

— Jn *
We used the classical generalisation and test framework on 77i. and filtered it 

with the method exposed previously using StF2 as a test database. We obtained 
a new rule set 77? composed of 2994 remaining rules coming from 77|. Table 4 
summarises the caracteristics of this rule set on the two case databases.

Table 4: Description of 77?, evaluated on on SF2

couple (C, 77)
number of rules such that:

tc ifnab = 0 nab = 0 pB/A < PB
(55-i, 77i) 803 0 155 100% 1043,6
{SP2, 77?) 951 0 0 100% 1181,4

There are no more rules without examples in the two cases, which is logical. 
Note that, this was previously not the case in the learning database. What is 
more, the filtering process rejected all such rules when evaluated on the test 
database. But some rules still weaken the knowledge of B for the learning 
database, although their number has greatly disminished. We also see that the 
number of rules with no counter-examples (logical rules) has disminished. Last 
but not least, the coverage rate remains at 100%, and the recovering rate is still 
high too. Indeed, there are many rules with a high support value.

3.3 Experimental comparison of the behaviour of quality 
measures

We used this filtered rule set in order to study the behaviour of quality mea
sures on real data. The aim of this study is to confront previous results obtained 
from a formal study of the measures (see Lenca et al. [2003a]) with experimental 
ones. The behaviour differences between the measures are presented in tables 5 
and 6. Each block is proportional to the agreement coefficient T\ of the pre
orders induced by the measures on (<§^V, 77?) and (5JF2, 77?). The rows and 
the columns of the two matrices have been reorganised in order to highlight the 
block structures, using the Amado method [?]. There seem to be 4 well sepa
rated groups of measures. Within these groups, more subtle agreements appear, 
some of which can be easily explained since measures are monotonic decreasing 
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transformations of one another (for example Conf, Seb, ECR and really close 
to them is Lap which does not differ much). The surprising proximity between 
Sup and LC is mostly related to a bias introduced by the Apriori algorithm. 
Indeed, the support and confidence thresholds used confine the possible values 
of na and n& to a small range of values, and the two measures differ mostly 
when this range is wide.

Table 5: 
(5^, n

Seb 
ECR
Lap 

Conv
Loe 
OM

Zhang
Eli 
Sup 
LC 

CenConf
IG

IntImp 
-ImpInd

PDI
R 

PS
Kappa

Preorder comparison for

1
Table 6: Preorder comparison for
ZÇT -p2’| & Sc92’ 1vV

Seb 
ECR 
Conv 

Loe 
Lap 
OM 

Zhang 
Eli 
Sup 
LC 

IntImp 
-ImpInd 

PDI 
CenConf 

lIG

Kappa 
PS

4 More results
Similar experiments were carried out on other databases retrieved from the same 
repository, without however splitting the databases. It was threfore not possible 
to first learn the rules and then undertake a generalisation test on previously 
unseen data. Moreover, the statistical filtering of the rule sets was not done.

The parameters of the Apriori algorithm were fixed experimentally in order 
to obtain rule sets of an acceptable size in terms of computational cost. The 
caracteristics of these sets are summarized in table 7. The great differences 
in size of the rule sets is related to the number of modalities of the different 
attributes of the case databases. A particular option was used in order to 
compute Cmc and Cmc2 (cmc2 was obtained by filtering cmc and retaining 
only the rules having a lift greater or equal to 1,2): Apriori which usually 
explores a restricted number of nodes of the lattice formed by the different 
modalities of the attributes was forced to explore the entire lattice.

We also computed the values of for the solarflare couples (ATd, A., ), 
(ATb, 772), («S-Ai, 77)), (5JF1, 77() and (ATb, 'Rfl). Finally, we generated 10 
preorder comparison matrices. Table 8 summarizes all these results (the value 
of 7i is proportional to the radius of the corresponding portion of disc). The 
Amado method was applied to the average matrix of the results. The results are 
in fairly good agreement: we can still make out 4 groups of measures, although 
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some slight differences appear depending on which database is considered. This 
justifies once again the need for empirical studies of the properties and behaviour 
of the measures.

Table 7: Summary of the different rule sets used
name n suPmin COnfmin g tc tr
Autompg 392 5 50 49 81,37% 0,79
Breastcancerwisconsin 683 10 70 3095 96,19% 646
Car 1728 5 60 145 80,09% 13,75
Cmc 1473 5 60 2878 100% 259
Cmc2 1473 5 60 825 92,93% 84

5 Experimental vs. formal approach
In order to have a better understanding of the behaviour of the measures, we 
compared the typology in 4 classes coming from our experiments with the for
mal typology developed in Lenca et al. [2003a]. The formal approach can be 
synthesised with a 20 x 8 decision matrix, containing the evaluation of the 20 
measures on the 8 criteria (see table 9). We kept only 6 of the criteria for 
the comparison, as two of them - namely gy and g8 - do not influence the 
experimental results at all:

<7i: asymmetric processing of A and B [Freitas, 1999]. Since A and B 
may have a very different signification, it is desirable to distinguish measures 
that give different evaluations of rules A —> B and B —> A from those which do 
not.

(?2* decrease with nf) [Piatetsky-Shapiro, 1991]. Given naf), na5 and 
n^, it is of interest to relate the interestingness of a rule to the size of B. In 
this situation, if the number of records verifying B but not A increases, the 
interestingness of the rule should decrease.

g8: reference situations: independence [Piatetsky-Shapiro, 1991]. 
To avoid keeping rules that contain no information, it is necessary to eliminate 
the A —> B rule when A and B are independent, meaning when the probability of 
obtaining B is independent of the fact that A is true or not. A comfortable way 
of dealing with this is to require that a measure’s value at independence should 
be constant.

<74: reference situations: logical rule. In the same way, the second 
reference situation we consider is related to the value of the measure when 
there is no counter example. It is desirable that the value should be constant 
or possibly infinite.

9
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Table 8: Preorder comparisons for 2(1 measures for 10 couples (C, 7V).
A £ C? $ xf

/ / y y y y / / / y ♦ 4» y

Conf

Seb

ECR

Lap

Conv

OM

Zhang

Eli

Sup

LC

CenConf

IG

IntImp

Oà Oà Oà

'v^y Oà Oà ch^ chà Oà
A ch
A K

ê ê ê ê

Gà OàOà Oà OàOà OàOà Oà Oà
Oà Oà G Oà Oà G H. G H. ch. 
Oà1^O^
Oà

'O Oà O ch ch ch O O O ch ch ch
OOO M
êêê ê

Oà ê» O^ Oà Oà ^^à Oà ^^à chà

êO O ê Oà E^à O^
ê ê ê ê O O Oi Oî ch
ê ch ch ê O O O- O^ ch ê

Oà

-I^lPlNV

PVI

U

PS

O O O O Oà Oà O- O^ ch M 
O O O OOàêOOch ê 
ch ch ch ch O O^ O O ch ê 
ch ch ch ch O O- O ch M 
ê ch ch ch Oà Oà Oà Of ch ê

Cmc2 Autompg

(SJ\>'R.1) (S ? 2, ^1)
(SJ\, ni) £F2,n2)

(&j'l> /v-1/

Table 9: Properties of the measures

Property Semantic Modalities
91 asymmetric processing of A and B 2
92 decrease with rib 2
93 reference situations: independence 2
94 reference situations: logical rule 2
§5 linearity with n^ around 0+ 3
S6 sensitivity to n 2
97 easiness to fix a threshold 2
98 intelligibility 3

10
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§5: linearity with na^ around 0+. Gras et al. [2002] express the desire 
to have a weak decrease in the neighbourhood of a logic rule rather than a 
fast or even linear decrease (as with confidence or its linear transformations). 
This reflects the fact that the user may tolerate a few counter examples without 
significant loss of interest, but will definitely not tolerate too many. However, 
the opposite choice may be preferred, as a convex decrease with na^ around the 
logic rule increases the sensitivity to a false positive.

sensitivity to n (total number of records). Intuitively, if the rates 
of presence of A, A —> B, B are constant, it may be interesting to see how the 
measure reacts to a global extension of the database (with no evolution of rates). 
The preference of the user might be indifferent to having a measure which is 
invariant or not with the dilatation of data. If the measure increases with n and 
has a maximum value, then there is a risk that all the evaluations might come 
close to this maximum. The measure would then lose its discrimination power.

The 20 x 6 matrix hence obtained was re-encoded in a 20 x 13 normal 
disjunctive matrix composed of boolean values. These values do not represent 
any judgement on the measures, but only list the properties shared by the 
different measures. The typology in 4 classes (see table 10) coming from this 
matrix is obtained with a hierarchical ascendent clustering, following the Ward 
criterion, applied to the square of the euclidian distance (that is, in our case, 
twice the number of differing properties).

Table 10 shows that both approaches globally lead to similar clusterings, 
but some shifts are interesting. The first class, {PS, Kappa, IG, CenConf, 
Lift, r, -ImpInd, PDI} is the same in both cases. What is more, three groups 
of measures are stable: {Loe, Zhang, OM, Conv}, {Conf, Seb, ECR} and 
{Sup, LC}. Within these groups the measures are similar both from the formal 
and experimental point of view.

The main difference is the presence of a third class in the experimental ap
proach that spans over classes 2, 3 and 4 of the formal clustering. The behaviour 
of the measures Loe, Zhang, OM and Conv (formal class 2) is close to that 
of Conf, Seb and ECR (formal class 3). However, IntImp and Eli that also 
belong to formal class 2 behave differently. IntImp shifts to the experimental 
class 1 (with Lift and CenConf), and Eli has an original behaviour. These 
differences strengthen our formal analysis since Eli and IntImp cannot be dis
tinguished with our formal critera. Eli is defined as the product of IntImp 
with an inclusion index whose role is to make Eli more discriminant. This 
explains the experimental differences.

Lap shifts to LC and Sup (class 2), Loe, Zhang, OM and Conv shift 
to IntImp and Eli (class 4), whereas the core of class 3 consists of Conf, 
Seb and ECR. The reasons are that Loe, Zhang, OM and Conv have many 
properties in common with IntImp and Eli (§i, g2, .yi), which is not the 

11
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case for Conf, Seb and ECR. for g2 and §3. However, these 3 measures verify 
properties g± and g±.

Property §4 has an important impact on experimental results. When it is 
verified, all the logical rules are evaluated with a maximal value, no matter what 
the conclusion is made up of. Another reason for these shifts is that Lap, really 
close to Sup in our formal study, can differ from Conf experimentally only 
for values of na close to 0 (nuggets). The minimum thresholds of the A PRIORI 
algorithms used make this impossible, and this can be seen as an algorithmic 
bias.

Table 10: Cross-classification of the measures

Formal \ Experimental Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

Class 1
PS, Kappa, IG 

CenConf, Lift, r 
-ImpInd, PDI

Class 2 IntImp Eli Loe, Zhang, OM, Conv
Class 3 Conf, Seb, ECR
Class 4 Lap LC, Sup

6 Conclusion
Association rule quality measures play a major role within a KDD process, but 
they have a large diversity of properties, that have to be studied on real data in 
order to use a measure adapted to the experimental context. We have presented 
results coming from a tool we developed, Herbs, and compared the behaviour 
of 20 measures on 10 datasets. From these experimental results, we were able 
to identify 4 main groups of measures. This clustering was then compared 
to a clustering coming from a formal analysis we had done previously. The 
experimental approach seems to be a important addition to the formal approach. 
Indeed, it has first confirmed the validity of the list of formal properties we 
thought were worth studying. What is more, it has also led to a new reflection 
on the importance of these properties. For example, requiring that a rule quality 
measure should have a fixed value for a logical rule has the bias of favouring 
logical rules with a large conclusion. Although this may be of importance in 
some fields, such as medicine, it may be of no importance in others.
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